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Introduction 

For a native people, one of the most powerful and enduring of all ancestral traditions is a spiritual 
attachment to a homeland. It gives such people a profound sense of belonging and a deeply meaningful 
identity. And despite the present-day impositions of globalism, this ‘rooted, spirituality’ still helps to define 
the native character of peoples throughout many parts of the world.  

This brief essay is specifically concerned with the nature, origins and vital contemporary relevance of the 
authentic spiritual beliefs of the European people. These beliefs are an essential part of native European 
identity – beliefs that have emerged, developed, and have endured within a resilient indigenous 
population, over very many thousands of years. 1 2 3 

An examination of such characteristics has crucial importance in regard to our present, perilous situation.  

We (native European people) are increasingly subjected to a murderously violent, existential 
threat. It is a threat specifically of an ideology of terror, by a supremacist global psychopathy. 

The identified threat is that of a globalist fanaticism – presented in duplicitous, ideological terms as 
“progressivism”. It is a threat directed by an elitist and globalist oligarchy who use a worldwide conflict-
fomenting stratagem for the purpose of achieving total control. To that end, they have engineered: a ‘no 
borders, no limits’ coalition of anti-nativist genocidalism; a supremacist religion of terror; and of global 
corporatist industrialism.  

It is therefore an opportune time to ask ourselves how our own native forms of spiritual belief can help 
provide a basis for an effective defence against such dangerous and diabolical forces. 

A Traditional Native Spirituality 

Authentic native European spirituality is not a worshipful theology. Rather, it is a form of experiential belief 
based on a sacred, reverential respect for nature – in the sense of it embodying a profound understanding 
of our place within an oft-times perplexing, but always exquisitely beautiful world.  

It is a form of true spirituality that does not have the supremacism of an inhuman terror psychopathy. 
There is no omnipotent ‘God’ desiring craven obedience. There is no authoritarian scripture, no holy book, 
and no obligation to indulge in obsequious observances (such as prostrating oneself to religious totems; of 
waging ‘holy’ war – or the brutal elimination of ‘enemies’, rejectionists, deniars, heretics and apostates).  

The European spiritual tradition does not accept that the Universe was created, and is sustained, by the 
will of an all-powerful ‘God’. Nor does it accept that our singular and collective futures are dependendent 
upon our veneration of any form of (supposedly) supreme being. 

 

A Native European Woman 
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These are the essential differences between an authentic spiritual need to experience, to comprehend, 
and to gain wisdom – and the authoritarian arrogance of the espousers of a supremacist religion of terror, 
to intepret, to explain, and to disseminate the word/teachings/will/commands of their maker and master.  

The European spritual tradition is extraordinary in a very particular and important way – there is no ‘End 
Times’ prophecy. There is no notion of a ‘day of judgement’ under the auspices of a singular, omnipotent 
diety. 4 A comparison of the native European spiritual tradition to the supremacist ‘End Times’ terror-
psycopathy – with it’s promise of rapturous salvation for all devout believers; but of eternal damnation, 
torment, and torture, for the souls of non-believers – could not be more profound. 5 6 

There is, however, a very special and important European native tradition: of the necessity to fight 
malevolent adversaries. That tradition quite obviously includes a warrior ethos, for both men and women. 
And it is reflected in the character and the mythic stories of the exploits of ordinary mortals – and (by 
allegory) of the pagan gods/godesses, and other non-human creatures of the spiritual realm. 7 8 9 

Central to the native European tradition is therefore both a need, and a 
duty to confront not only those would wish us harm but also (and 
especially) would wish harm to our family and kinfolk – by voluntarily 
undertaking exemplary acts of courage, fortitude, and selflessness (and 
to do so, despite the burden of being beset by fear and self-doubt). 10  

A part of that tradition is that those who choose to confront such evil 
know (and willingly accept) that any popular appreciation of such selfless 
valour may not emerge until long after his or her death – and quite 
possibly never at all. 

This is an essential part of having such spiritual connectivity. 

The European tradition is therefore that of true altruism: that to live a 
moral and courageous life should be unconditional. We should not have 
any hope for, or expectation of personal reward, fame, or glory; or of 
going to heaven, paradise, or attaining nirvana for leading such a life. 
However each of us should still strive to live such a life – and even more 
so, in the absence of any vulgar, self-centered and base incentive. 

It is self-evident that the spiritual tradition of the native Europeans includes a belief in an after-life. Burials 
are often found replete with both ornamental and utilitarian ‘grave goods’ of special importance to (and 
held dear by) the deceased in their lifetime, and which were carefully placed within the graves of the 
‘departed’. 11  The care taken with such burials was therefore both an expression of the belief of a spiritual 
journey of the dead, and a statement that intimately linked each person to the lands of their ancestors. 

Notably absent from the European spiritual tradition is any notion of supremacist thinking. There is no 
inherent belief in the inferiority or corruptness of the ‘other’, or of the ‘unbelievers’. Therefore there is also 
no hatemongering; no malevolent guile and deceit; no directed violence for the purpose of subjugating, 
‘converting’, or (if deemed necessary) eliminating the ‘other’. 12 

This is also a very important and essential part of the true European native tradition.  

In stark contrast we find that the psychopathy of the religion of terror – within it’s perverse commentaries 
on matters supposedly sacred or profane – provides such a ready platform for justifying extreme 
mendacity, hate and violence against the ‘enemies of God’, the ‘deniars’, and the ‘unbelievers’. 13   

The religion of terror is fundamentally an aggressive, invasive theology that provides the believers with the 
notion of their having a God-given right for the invasion of, conquest of, theft of, and settlement within land 
already occupied – and for the subverting, subduing, converting, enslaving, or the complete elimination of 
the existing occupants. 

 
 

‘Listed’ by William Henry Gore - 1885 
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A part of this process is the widely-promulgated falsehood that native European tradition is synonymous 
with backwardness, ignorant superstition, and innate wickedness – therefore justifying replacement. 

So, what are the facts concerning the true spiritual traditions of native Europeans, in particular? 

The fact is that native European history includes: the first emergence of trade and cultural links across all 
of Europe (and beyond); written language(s); the formulation by custom and consent of a common code of 
fair law and justice; and the early development of major settlements of hamlets, villages and towns. 14 15 

Notably, early Europeans developed immense skills in observational cosmology. They knew of the long-
term motions of the sun and moon with extraordinary precision, were able to correlate these with the cyclic 
changes of the seasons (including the four festival days of the soltice and equinox). Using those 
observations they created a 19-year Lunar calendar. There is good evidence of those early Europeans 
having the ability to predict (with very great accuracy) both lunar and solar eclipses. 16 17 18 

Such skills were put to good practical use in hunting, farming and fishing – and in establishing the 
alignments of dwellings, burial places, and of sacred sites of spiritual significance. 19 20 It is now seen that 
the native cosmology of the early Europeans was based upon accurate observations of the natural world 
rather than on mere superstition, fear, or absurd theological speculations and invention. 

Life in those ancient times included a form of social organisation involving a conjoining of inter-family and 
inter-communal life, involving: the cultivation the land; a wide range of craft skills and artisanship 
appropriate to a reverential concern for nature and living a natural life; a communion between the mortal 
and the ancestral (spiritual) realm; and a celebration of the fecundity of the Earth. 

Such a communion of material and spiritual life is reflected in the traditional annual festivals celebrating 
transitional times of the year, of old endings and of new beginnings – and, of which, we still have some 
remnant connections (i.e. of Yule, Easter, May Day, Mid-summer, and Harvest Festival). 21 22 These are 
our acknowledgements of key episodes in the annual cycle of life, and in our community’s recognition of 
our integral relationship with the natural world.  

Notably, the links between men, women and the maintenance of a 
spiritual tradition will have been at the heart of European spiritual 
beliefs. This is a spirituality that is in harmony with nature – and hence 
provides for an appreciation of natural beauty, with fertility, with 
procreation, and (most crucially) with the centrality of family life. 

In this regard, the role of both gods and godesses is to be found in both 
the expression, and in the observance, of the ancient spirituality of the 
native Europeans. 23 It is a recognition and celebration of the 
complementary existence of male and female, with no contrived enmity 
or power-hierarchy (i.e. neither a patriarchy nor a matriarchy). 

An important role within the ancient European communities was that 
undertaken by the shaman (again, of both men and women). These 
wise-folk, with their experential and intuitive insights into the complex 
workings of both the spiritual and material world, have an ancient 

tradition of providing important counselling to both individuals and the wider community – and that would 
(and still does) give wise guidance on important ‘fateful’ decisions. 

Societal roles, such as this, are entirely consistent with a ‘step-wise’ approach to social and cultural 
change – that is to say, essentially gradualist and conservative; tempered by long-acquired experiences.  

However it is a particular quality of this form of spiritual awareness that the shamans would not be so 
arrogant as to claim to have prescient abilities. They would certainly not be so foolish as to try to foretell 
the future. There are no ‘prophets’ to be found in authentic European spirituality.  

 

Hangng Up The Mistletoe, 1882   Illustrated London News 
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The qualities possessed by the shaman are seen to include a deep spiritual awareness – in the sense that 
the shaman’s power of insight and intuition is not wholly constrained within an immediately observable part 
of our material universe. There is an awareness that our fate cannot be constrained in such a way, and 
that it would be untenable to suppose that what affects the observable (material) part of our world only 
exists in that part of the world that is observable to us.  

Importantly, there are particular places within the land that can generate an intense feeling of spiritual 
awareness in any observer, and are therefore accorded special reverence. Such places are often 
associated with particular times of the year – and have frequently been chosen by a local, native 
community for places of burial or as sites for ceremonial celebration and ritual.  

Much of our archaeological evidence of the lives of the ‘pagan’ Europeans has come from such special, 
sacred sites. In particular, it is from sites that are in (or near to) rivers, lakes and bogs that we find 
evidence for spiritual belief – including sites containing the sacred placement of weapons, tools, and (it 
would seem, but on the most rare of occasions) the bodies of both men and women. 24 Many of these 
objects were deliberately broken (made useless in the material world) before being placed in these special 
places. Swords and daggers were broken in half, pottery vessels smashed, and metal tools bent out of 
shape. 

The casting of these important objects into sacred 
water – the bronze and iron weapons, jewellery, tools, 
and (precious) people – is wrongly interpreted as votive 
offerings. It is not a supplication to ‘the gods’. Nor is it a 
gesture of devotion (to beg favour from all-powerful 
deities). It is, instead, a symbolic act signifying a 
breaking of the bonds of simple physicality.  

It is therefore through such ceremonial acts that 
acknowledgment is given to the reality of the spiritual 
realm by both the individual, and by the community. It has provided an important link between the mortal 
and the spiritual realms that is still reflected in contemporary, commemorative acts. 25 

The people were (and still are) demonstrating their belief in a spiritual realm by showing their willingness to 
‘put aside’ the material worth of precious objects. It was fundamentally a transcendent act of communion. 
They were placing those objects (many of which would be family ‘heir-looms’) into a watery spiritual realm.  

We might even see this an explanation of the rare custom of human sacrifice or self-sacrifice – members 
of the community were ‘broken and put aside’ to demonstrate the community’s commitment to the spiritual 
dimension of their own lives (and of their own deaths). 26 This is a reflection upon an ancient acceptance 
that all the treasures of the Earth must, eventually, be returned to the Earth. 27 

Notably, even within a Christianized England, native poets and storey-tellers often drew upon the 
spirituality of their own ancient traditions. For example, not only did colloquial language and dialect 
become a part of their work but so too did the Faerie world of spiritual (non-human) beings, shape shifting, 
spells and enchantments. The folk-tales, with their complex interweaving plots, complicated characters, 
acts of valour (and treachery) and surprising dénouements, all mirror the ‘pagan’ English (and European) 
perceptions of the complexities of the material world, and its interactions with the spiritual domain. 28 29 30 

Therefore such spiritual observances were (and are) essentially a natural part of acknowledging true 
reality. This form of belief has no need for indulging in the sophistry so prevalent in the religion of terror (or 
in its various occultic origins and progeny). There is no requirement to retreat into demands for 
unquestioning ‘belief’. Nor are we required to believe in mystical fantasies and deceptions, where an 
omniscient ‘God’ would wish to indulge in obscurantism and cryptic word-games, to provide us with the 
necessary evidence (to an appropriately diligent and dedicated scholar) of his supreme existence. 31 

 

 
Image from: www.russianlife.com   artist not identified 
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Within the native tradition, the demand of a religion of terror for total obedience to an omnipotent ‘God’ 
would (and will) be seen as a perversly unnatural code of behaviour. 32 In particular the notion that 
obedient submission to an all-powerful ‘God’ will be rewarded by ‘God’ giving such worshippers the means 
to eradicate their “enemies” would be considered an especially repugnant philosophy, and contrary to any 
proper understanding of true human spirituality. 33 34 35 

Notably ritual mutilation has never been a part of the European tradition. It is, however, an important part 
of the religion of terror. 36 37 It has always been an important part of the traditions of the supremacist, 
monotheistic theologies (for example: as inherent in the gential mutilation of both male and female 
children/infants). This is the essential difference between a natural form of spirituality, and a religion of 
terror that subjects its adherents to appalingly psychopathic forms of control.  

The early Christian church could not ignore the peoples’ native spirituality, and frequently found itself 
having to counter (or expropriate) a stubborn traditional belief, and an established way of life.  

It is somewhat ironic that the ancient European beliefs, and the pragmatic need for the new religion to 
accommodate those beliefs, seems to have given the early Christian Church an initial vitality – something 
that began to disappear as the Church became more established, more politically powerful, and more 
economically dominant. This is especially so, when the Christian Church began to re-adopt the core 
theology of ‘End Times’, and as a result became increasingly less tolerant of any attachments to, or 
expressions of, the native ‘pagan’ beliefs. 38 39 40  

In the Europe of the Middle-Ages the ancient spiritual traditions endured, despite often intense (and often 
murderous) persecution from the established Church. 41 And that persecution was mostly instigated by a 
clerical elite determined to exercise total and absolute (unchallengeable) theological power in accordance 
to a re-introduced culture of extreme religious terror.  

The Threat 

The contemporary relevance (of the above) is therefore in regard to the emergence and growth of a 
murderously-violent, globalist movement with an eliminationist intent against all “deniers”, “unbelievers” 
and “heretics”. Breaking the true spirit of a native people is an effective precursor to the elimination of a 
native people as ‘a people’ (i.e. to intiate an effective genocide against those people).  

Globalism and anti-nativism are fundamentally synonymous. 

The threat is manifest as a globalist religion based upon inculcating people with a willingness to submit to 
a ruling, hierachical tyranny. It is a tyranny introduced and implemented by an elite possesed of a sense of 
supremacist exceptionalism and entitlement – and a psychopathic, anti-nativist hatred.  

This is a psychopathy that endorses numerous, grotesque anti-nature practices, including: a 
power/servility fetishm; perpetual and radical sociatel re-engineering; targeted genocide (and, especially, 
of population replacement in Europe); child abuse; perverse sexual behaviour; ritualised and cruel animal 
slaughter/sacrifice; and a highly-manipulative and malevolent use of psycho-sociological control 
techniques.  

The particular, contemporary context for this is that of global “futurism”; and a so called “progressive” anti-
human and anti-nature ideology. 

Within this ”progressive” ideology we find the promotion of the following: a ‘One World Religion’ based 
upon an imposed ‘End Times’ hegemony; trans-humanism; the creation of an elite of ‘Enhanced Singular 
Individuals’ (ESIs, created using bio-technology and genetic engineering); and an extreme anti-nativism (in 
Europe, most especially) necessary to prepare the basis for the eventual global disposal of all ‘heretical’ or 
‘disobedient’ people (including all dissenters and skeptics). 42 43 
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The genocidal ideology embedded within ‘progressivism’ draws upon occultic ‘End Times’ interpretations 
of Biblical and Qur’anic millenial theology – with a desire for the fomenting of a global racial/religious 
apocalypse, for the pupose of an elimination of all supposedly ‘evil people’ (including a replacement of all 
people of European descent). 44 

It is an ideology accompanied by the clever use of deception, lies, disinformation, misinformation, 
sophistry, and of ‘muddying’ so as to foment widespread distrust, fearfulness, hate and violence. This 
includes using agencies of State (police, intelligence services, the judiciary) and mainstream corporatist 
media, to grossly distort and/or to conceal the motives of those committing terrorist atrocities – and/or to 
conceal the true identity of those controlling, inspiring, or influencing the perpetrators. 45 

The purpose is to exacerbate divisions within the global 
population, and set sections of the population against 
each other in a ‘perpetual war’, through the instigation of: 
intra-national disturbances and civil wars; ‘regime change’ 
interventions; the fomenting of inter-racial/ethnic/sectarian 
conflicts; the effective dismemberment and destruction of 
independent sovereign nations; and the encouraging of 
major inter-national hostilities.  

Whilst the ideology of “futurism” and ”progressivism” is 
used to give globalization the appearance of a noble endeavour – committed to the creation of a final 
utopian new world order – it is actually an exercise in re-engineering the global population to include (in 
effect) genocide against particular, targeted native people. And the people who are especially targetted are 
the traditionalist, conservative populations who may wish to retain their natural historical beliefs, values, 
customs – and their homeland. 

It is a manufactured loathing of that ‘other’ that provides the means by which that global oligarchy exerts 
control over the general population. 

Global ‘progressivism’ is an ideology that employs terrorism and proxy-terrorism (through various methods 
and to different degrees) against targeted individuals and groups – against those who oppose, or who are 
seen as an obstacle, to the elite’s new ‘utopian’, anti-nature, globalist future.  

There is a collaboration between an extreme anti-nature theology (of the religion of terror), and the 
extreme anti-nature ideology of global progressivism.  Common to both is the need to have an ‘other’ – the 
people and groups that pose an actual or potential obstacle to the ‘End Times’ aims of the controllong elite 
(the theocratic/technocratic global oligarchy).  

The Defence 

A key requirement for any effective defence, to any existential threat, is a proper recognition and 
understanding of that actual threat (see above) – including (in this case) a recognition that that threat is 
global, that it is intrinsically evil, and is motivated by the most extreme and malevolent of intentions (of 
eventual global control using, in part, genocide against many targeted, native populations). 

However it is not sufficient to merely recognize and expose that threat – and the extreme and poisonous 
malevolence behind it. It is also necessary to identify the specific attributes of that threat, namely: the 
particular individuals involved; the particular organizations; the sources of finance; the methods of control; 
the particular unlawful actions and activities; the particular geographic locations from which that threat is 
being promulgated; and the particular (native) peoples and nations being targeted.  

Such details need to be made known to the general public, such that the public have the ability to 
effectively defend both themselves, and others. 

 

Eastern Ukraine - 2015 
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The perverse rules imposed upon us by the globalist elite to control our conduct, and punish us for any 
disobedience, have no lawful authority over us, whatsoever. 46 47  The elite do not have (and never have 
had) our consent. Therefore it is vitally important not to behave according to such rules – nor to be 
ignorant actors within the globalists’ manipulative and deceitful script. 

An effective response to an escalating global threat can be achieved by positive means – by a 
renewal of indigenous cultural and spiritual traditions in which are to be found qualities such as: 
an experientially acquired native wisdom; a true appreciation of the value of kinship; an 
understanding of the debt owed to one’s ancestors and the duty towards future generations; a 
willingness to directly resist and confront that threat; altruistic courage; and an undaunted resolve.    

Increasingly, we (native Europeans) will have to physically defend ourselves and our homelands 
from the consequences of the actions of the supremacist global psychopathy. A successful 
defence can only ever be achieved outside of the globalists’ controlling narrative. A restoration of 
our own, authentic cultural and spiritual traditions can provide us with a good moral basis for that 
defence – and the likelihood of a successful outcome. 

Notably, the approach outlined above also provides the means for the creation of natural alliances 
between the native people of Europe and other native groups throughout the world. 

 

 

END 
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Notes and References 
                                                
1 At a site immediately adjacent to Stonehenge we have post-hole remnants there are almost certainly evidence of a 
Mesolithic site of special religious/spiritual importance. They have been radiocarbon dated to 8000 BC ± 400 years (pre-
dating Stonehenge by some 5,000 years). At a cave near Burrington Combe in the Mendip Hills we have evidence of 
ceremonial burial at a site radiocarbon dated to 8300 BC ±  100 years – and apparently contemporary with the sacred site at 
Stonehenge. And analysis of the strontium isotopic ratios within the teeth of the skeletal remains at this site indicates that 
these people were indigenous to the area. 
2 "Two thirds of the English people reveal an unbroken line of genetic descent from south-western Europeans arriving long 
before the first farmers. Most of the remaining third arrived between 6,000 and 3,000 years ago as part of long-term north-
west European trade and immigration, especially from Scandinavia - possibly carrying the earliest forms of English 
language.” Source: 'The Origins of the British', Stephen Oppenheimer', pub. Constable & Robinson Ltd., London 2007. 
3 With archaelogical evidence of the early establishment of trade and cultural contacts from the Artic Sea to the Mediterranean, and 
from the Atlantic Coastline to the Ural Mountains – and beyond. 
4 For example, the Norse mythology of Ragnorak is that of post-apocalyptic re-birth: Yggdrasil (the mighty, all-
encompassing guardian tree) survives Ragnorak and provides for a new beginning for both the gods (those that survive) 
and for the mortals (through Lif and Lifthrasir). See, for example, Note: ’37 Ragnarok’, pages 234 to 236, ‘Norse Myths – 
Gods of The Viking’, by Kevin Crossley-Holland, Penguin Books, London, 2011  
5 As, for example, a perverse interpretation of the Biblical NT ‘prophecies’ of The Revelation of St. John The Devine. 
6 As espoused in The Qur’an: 77 [Winds] Sent Forth; 78 The Announcement et al. Source: ‘The Qur’an – A New 
Translation by M. A. S. Abdel Haleem, Oxford World’s Classics, Oxford University Press, 2010. 
7 As to be found in the traditional form of European folk stories, and epic tales/poems (re. Beowulf, et cetera). See, for example, 
‘Why Read Beowulf?’, by Robert F Yeager, source: http://www.library.unr.edu/subjects/guides/beowulf.html 
8 Including the Sídh folk, portune and the elves, in European spiritual mythology – and of a profound spiritual immanence 
throughout the whole of the natural world. 
9 Notably the pagan god Tiw is both the god of war and the god of justice. 
10 And as seen in more contemporary literary works  - for example in the writings of J R R Tolkien (e.g. Boromir, Theoden, Eowyn, 
et al). 
11 See, for example: ‘The Wetwang Chariot Burial’, compass, The British Museum, source: 
http://www.thebritishmuseum.ac.uk/compass/ixbin/goto?id=ENC9988&tour=int 
12 And as to be seen as the later ‘code of chivalry’ during the Dark Age / Medieval period of European history. 
13 Notably, Amnesty International reported in 2012 that: “At least 250 prisoners remained under sentence of death, 
including some sentenced for offences not involving violence, such as apostasy [a renunciation of Islam] and sorcery.” In 
this context, the reference to “sorcery” is to any and all acts of pagan tradition. Sources: ‘Annual Report 2012 - Saudi 
Arabia’, Amnesty International, source: http://www.amnesty.org/en/region/saudi-arabia/report-2012 and ‘Annual Report 
2013 - Saudi Arabia’, Amnesty International, source: http://www.amnesty.org/en/region/saudi-arabia/report-2013 
14 See, for example, ‘How 7,000-year-old Nickern temples reveal Europe’s elaborate culture’, by Cahal Milmo, The Independent, 
11th June 2005. 
15 For example, of the mid-European (Alpine) origins of the ‘Stonehenge archer’. 
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16 The lunar calendar can be determined from observations of particular phases of the moon falling on particular times of the year 
(for example, of a crescent moon on the eve of midsummer). This coincidence of particular days of the solar year with particular 
phases of the moon is repeated every 19 years – the lunar calendar cycle of  235 lunar months. One Saros cycle = 223x29.530589 
days = 18.03001227 years, one Draconic cycle = 242x27.21220 days = 18.03009729 years, and one Lunar (Metonic) cycle = 235 x 
29.530589 days = 19.000237 years (i.e. a deviation of just 2 hours, over a span of 19 years). 
17 For example, there are the many golden, conical ‘wizard hats’ dating from between 3000 and 1300BC that have been 
unearthed in Switzerland, Germany and France (and possibly also in Ireland). Research indicates that these ‘wizard hats’, 
heavily inscribed with numerous sun and moon symbols, were used to compute an exact Lunar calendar of 19 years. 
18 Arguably the saros cycle is more difficult to establish than the 19-year lunar calendar. It requires observations of the 
moon’s path crossing the ecliptic at particular (but otherwise un-noteworthy) calendar dates  – and correlating these cycles 
(the Draconic month) with the cycle of moon phases (the Synodic month). In other words, it is necessary to observe the 
period between which the moon has the same phase as it crosses the ecliptic. The Saros period of 18 years and 10 days is 
therefore the time-equivalent integer numbers of Draconic months (242) and Synodic months (223). 
19 There is good archeological evidence for the astronomical alignments of numerous dwellings, tombs and megalithic 
sacred sites (such as New Grange, Stonehenge and Callanish). And we have actual artefacts from the distant past that show 
that this pagan cosmology was established over a considerable period of time. For example there is the exquisite bronze 
and gold Nebra Sky Disc (from Mittelberg in central Germany, dated circa. 3600 BC) with its explicit references to 
astronomical observations of the annual solar cycle (including precise representations of summer and winter solstice 
alignments), together with representations of the moon and of stellar constellations (of the Pleiades, in particular). 
20 See, for example, ‘Britain BC – Life in Britain and Ireland Before The Romans’, Francis Pryor, Harper Perrenial, 
London, 2004, page 285 
21 With Lughnasa being held on the 31st 

 
July, and Harvest Festival being held on the 21st 

 
September (the Autumn Equinox). 

22 A Harvest Moon is therefore the full moon that occurs closest to the date of the Autumn Equinox, and a Hunter’s Moon is the first 
full moon after the Harvest Moon. 
23 In particular we should consider the powerful role of female spirit-beings (or sorceresses) such as Danu (the mother-
goddess), the Wyrd Sisters, Morgan Le Fay and the Sisterhood of Nine, and of the magical other-world realms of Annwfn 
(and perhaps also Avalon) with their powerful associations with woman-kind. See, for example Geoffrey Ashe 2002, pages 
270-271. 
24 Such as the fens of East Anglia and Norfolk, the peat lands of the Somerset Levels and Cheshire, and the ‘Celtic’ rivers such as 
the Thames, the Severn, the Usk and the Boyne. 
25 Of, for example, of casting valued items into a ‘wishing well’, for ‘good luck’; or of casting wreaths upon the water to honour the 
‘departed’. 
26 One of the most persistent and malign of falsehoods has been that early European beliefs commonly embraced human and animal 
sacrifice. However, and on the contrary, the evidence (mythological, physical, archeological) is that such activities were not 
customary. 
27 And as also reflected in, for example, the portrayal of the dragon in its underground lair, protecting it treasure hoard from greedy, 
acquisitive men. 
28 Of, for example, the works of William Shakespeare, and the folk-tales recorded within the Mabingion or those collected by the 
Grimm brothers. 
29 For example, in the case of Skakespeare, ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ being an especially notable example. 
30 As to be found in the first part (especially) of the Old English poem ‘Pearl’. See: ‘Pearl – a modern translation by Bill Stanton, 
source: http://homepage.ntlworld.com/Andy.Stanton/wgs/pearl/intro.htm 
31 Of the contemporary ‘revelations’ concerning the Torah/Bible Codes of Judaism and Christianity or the ‘discoveries’ of scientific 
knowledge in the Qur’an by fundamentalist Islamic mystics. For example the Torah/Bible ‘Codes’ of Judaism and Christianity as 
expounded in the works of Witzum, Rips, and Rosenberg et al, circa 1994; and the ‘discoveries’ of scientific knowledge in the 
Qur’an by fundamentalist Islamic mystics such as those advanced by Nasr, Bakr, and Chittick et al. 
32 As most especially exemplified by the ‘testing’ of Abraham – as expounded in Genesis 22 / verses 2-18 
33 ‘How Human Sacrifice Propped Up The Social Order’, Philip Ball, Nature magazine, April 5, 2016 
34 The rare discoveries of the ancient, buried remains of infants and young adults placed under dwellings or sacred sites, with lethal 
injuries to the head (or decapitation), has often been cited as evidence of a tradition of human sacrifice by European pagans. 
However no convincing evidence is given, and other explanations can be just as (or even more) plausible – such as the burial of 
adults judicially executed, or the burial of murder victims. Most especially, no evidence is proffered to substantiate the idea that 
such deaths were the result of attempts to please, or to appease, ‘the gods’. 
35 ‘The Pagan Religions of The Ancient British Isles – Their Nature and Legacy’, Hutton, Ronald, Blackwell Publishing, Australia, 
2007, pages 193-196, 233-234, 274-278. 
36 ‘The Circumcision Centre’, Bible History Online, source: http://www.bible-history.com 
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37 There are good indications that the religious practice of circumcision originated as an iniation rite for the priest-caste, within the 
early civilizations of Egypt and Mesopotomia (Babylon). 
38 In the context of this essay, the ‘Abrahamic’ theology is defined as a monotheistic doctrine, that is to be found in both Judaism 
and Islam; and which draws substantially upon the occultic and mystic beliefs originating from within the Egyptian and 
Mesopotomian (Babylonian) empires. 
39 Christianity is seen to be a radical departure from the Abrahamic traditions of Judeo-Islamic theology – albeit still 
fundamently contrary to traditional beliefs and customs of European pagan spirituality. 
40 Historically speaking, the greatest resistance to that process appears to have been in pagan Eastern Europe, with its distinct 
tradition of Orthodox Christianity.  
41 Between the years 1550 and 1685 some one thousand English ‘witches’ were executed by the State. In Scotland some four 
thousand were burnt at the stake or hanged during this same period. And in the rest of Europe it was even worse – between 1560 and 
1632 it is estimated that between thirty thousand and one hundred thousand ‘witches’ were executed in the central and northern 
parts of Europe. Therefore the persecution of witches was somewhat less vigorously pursued in England than in other European 
countries – and, indeed, it was quite common for a blind-eye to be turned towards some of the more benign pagan customs (such as 
herb lore, and the observance of annual festivals and celebrations). 
42 See: ‘Military/Political Enforcement of Global Futurism – [1] The People of Eurasia’, Tony Shell (this author), February, 2016. 
Source: http://www.darklake-synectics.co.uk/docs/enforcement_of_global_futurism.pdf 
43 ‘Leadership In The Era Of The Human Singularity – The Proteus Monograph Series’, Proteus USA’, Proteus USA, The National 
Intelligence University, Office of the Director of National Intelligence and the Center for Strategic Leadership, U.S. Army War 
College, Volume 2, Issue 4, October 2008, downloaded from 
www.csl.army.mil/usacsl/publications/Kunstler_Humans_Singularity.pdf. 
44 As exemplified by the Biblical ‘Revelation’ cultism to be found in the ‘new-age’ counter-culture movement in the US West Coast 
of the 1960s and 1970s – and as, for example,  adopted by the psychopathic mass murderer Charles Manson (and his followers). 
Manson became a hero for the 1970s US radical left (including the campus-based SDS organization) for his attempts to ignite a 
genocoidal race war against all ‘white’ people. 
45 See research (by the author) into such matters, in: http://www.darklake-synectics.co.uk/terrorism.html 
46 ‘Convention On The Prevention and Punishment of Genocide’, United Nations, New York 1948, Entry Into Force On The 12th 
January 1951 
47 'UN Declaration on The Rights of Indigenous People', United Nations, New York, 12th September 2007 


